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Bluetooth Serial Port Adapter Optimization

Bluetooth Serial Port
Adapter Optimization
For the third version connectBlue serial port
adapter products, there are some additional AT
commands regarding optimization of the module.
This document describes how to optimize:
• Throughput
• Latency
• Power Consumption
• Range
• Connection & Discovery Time
• WLAN Co-existence
The modules this document is valid for are
cB-OEMSPA310i, cB-OEMSPA311i/x,
cB-OEMSPA312i/x, cB-OEMSPA331i/x,
cB-OEMSPA332i/x and cB-OEMSPA333i/x.
For details of AT commands described in this
documents, see the “Serial Port Adapter AT
Commands” specification.
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1 Throughput
The data transmission throughput between two Bluetooth modules depends very much on the
following factors.
•

Radio Environment

•

Distance between modules

•

Selected packet types (DM1, DM3, DM5, DH1, DH3, DH5)

•

Application protocol

In DM packets there is a 10-byte forward error correction included and the end number (1,3, or 5) is
the packet length in slots. Hence, DH5 packets can contain the most application data since there is no
forward error correction and it is the largest packet type consisting of 5 slots.
A good link using the default configuration normally leads to both sides using DH5 packets. This is
the packet type that can contain the most application data and therefore it has the highest throughput.
Since both sides use 5-slot packets it is also a symmetrical link. The theoretical maximum bit rate is
then 433,9 kbits/s in each direction. Please note that this includes some protocol header data and the
theoretical maximum application throughput will be a little bit lower.
If one side is limited to 1-slot packets, at the same time as the other side is using 5-slot packets the link
will be asymmetrical. The highest maximum throughput is then 723,2 kbits/s for the side using DH5
packets and 57,6 kbits/s for the side using DH1 packets. Again the theoretical application throughput
will be slightly lower since packets over air contain protocol header data.
There are some configuration options available as AT commands to affect the packet type selection.
Normally (and by default), the module will automatically select packet types using a bit error rate
algorithm. For UART baud rates of up to 460,8 kbits/s the default configuration is, more or less, all
that is needed. However, for a baud rate of 921,6 kbits/s, the throughput can be increased slightly by
forcing the connection to be asymmetrical. This means higher throughput in one direction at the cost
of lower in the other. The Link Policy AT command can be used to force the receiving side to use only
1-slot packets (AT*AMLP=1,0,1).
If the application protocol transmits packets with little data, the throughput will go down. The CPU
will have to handle many small packets that will increase the CPU load, and there is a lot of Bluetooth
protocol header data compared to application data in packets over air. Hence, to get a high throughput
make sure that data packets transmitted on the UART are large.
Also, if the radio link is poor there will be many retransmissions, which will bring down the
throughput. Poor radio environment, bad antenna placement, or a long range can cause the link to get
poor.
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1.1 OEMSPA310/311/312/331/332
In version 3.9 (and later), it is also possible to enable the feature bit “Optimized buffer handling”
which also increases the maximum throughput. Please note that it may mean that some packets
received on the serial port are split into two packets over air. For timing dependent protocols, such as
Modbus, this may cause protocol failure since it may induce a small delay in the middle of the
Modbus packet, which may cause a timeout.

1.2 OEMSPA333
The default settings do not enable DH5 packets. In firmware version 3.4(and later) the device can be
optimized for throughput by enabling DH5 packets using the Link Policy command
(AT*AMLP=0,1,1). The higher throughput that can be achieved by using DH5 packets will only make
a difference when running baudrate 921600.

1.3 Sample Measurements
The sample measurements in the table below are made using the windows Hyperterminal program and
the send file menu item with the Zmodem protocol. Please note that the Throughput is the bit rate
reported by the Hyperterminal. Hence, the true data bit rate is 20% less (start and stop bit not
included).
OEMSPA310/311/312/331/332
Direction
[M] -> [S]
[M] -> [S]
[M] <- [S]
[M] -> [S]
[M] <- [S]
[M] -> [S]
[M] <- [S]
[M] -> [S]

Baudrate
[kbps]
115,2
460,8
460,8
921,6
921,6
921,6
921,6
921,6

[M] <- [S]

921,6
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Link policy [M]

Link policy [S]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
[Optimized buffer
handling enabled
AT*AMWFM=1,16]
0
[Optimized buffer
handling enabled
AT*AMWFM=1,16]

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
[Optimized buffer
handling enabled
AT*AMWFM=1,16]
1
[Optimized buffer
handling enabled
AT*AMWFM=1,16]

Throughput
[kbps]
113
448
450
489
491
538
175
644

179
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OEMSPA333
Direction
[M] -> [S]
[M] <- [S]
[M] -> [S]
[M] <- [S]
[M] -> [S]
[M] <- [S]
[M] -> [S]
[M] <- [S]
[M] -> [S]

Baudrate
[kbps]
115,2
115,2
460,8
460,8
921,6
921,6
921,6
921,6
921,6

[M] <- [S]

921,6

Link policy [M]

Link policy [S]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
[Optimized for
throughput (DH5
enabled)
AT*AMLP=0,1,1]
0
[Optimized for
throughput (DH5
enabled)
AT*AMLP=0,1,1]

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
[Optimized for
throughput (DH5
enabled)
AT*AMLP=0,1,1]
0
[Optimized for
throughput (DH5
enabled)
AT*AMLP=0,1,1]

Throughput
[kbps]
110
110
440
440
548
547
567
186
737

745

The master module (normally initiator of connection) is referred to by [M] and the slave module
(normally acceptor of incoming connection) is referred to by [S].
The link policy of 0 is the default value. A link policy of 1 at the other side enforces asymmetrical
transmission, which means high throughput in one direction and low in the other.
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2 Latency
The latency consists of several different parts. First data must go through the serial line, then the CPU,
over air, CPU on receiving side and finally the serial line on the receiving side. For OEMSPA333
there is also a second CPU that needs to be taken into account.
For a 10 bytes packet that is transmitted using a baud rate of 57,6 kbits/s this typically means ~2 ms
on the serial line on the transmitting side and another ~2 ms on the receiving side (not including CPU
time and over air). Also note that there is a 3,5 byte receive timeout included to trigger the UART.
A very rough estimate on the CPU time is ~2-4 ms on each side. However, in addition to this, by
default, the Bluetooth stack polls for data every 40 slots. Since each slot is 0,625 ms this means an
additional delay of 0-25 ms. The Link Policy AT command can be used to force a shorter poll time.
The Quality of Service (QoS) Bluetooth mechanism is used to change the poll time. It is
recommended that the link policy for QoS in combination with DM1 packets be used.
•

AT*AMLP=10,0,1 on the master side (QoS for shortest poll and DM1 packets)

•

AT*AMLP=9,0,1 on the slave side (DM1 packets)

The second parameter can be used to set a different poll time. Since polling often means higher power
consumption it may not be a good idea to poll all the time. It is then possible to set a poll time shorter
than the default (40) but not the shortest one (which is 2 for the above case).
Please note that the DM1 packets are used to get a more robust and deterministic behaviour (see Long
Range Section). However, it can only contain 8 bytes of application data. That means if the
application data packet contains 9 bytes, the delay will roughly be doubled since two packets over air
is needed.
If application packets are bigger than 8 bytes a link policy using only QoS and not DM1 packets can
be used (AT*AMLP=3,0,1). Since the module then controls packet types itself, a certain packet type
is not guaranteed. It is still possible that DM1 packets will be used. However, for a good link it will
use DH5 packets (DM5 in the default configuration for OEMSPA333).
To make it even more interesting there is also another link policy to select QoS and DM packets
(AT*AMLP=12,0,1). This will then be some kind of compromise between the above choices. The
module may still select 5 slot packets but it will always use forward error correction, which makes it
more robust and deterministic.
The cost of polling more often, using the QoS link policy, is that the power consumption on both sides
increases. Furthermore, it will also mean more activity over air, which might not be desirable.

2.1 Sample Measurements
The table below is a summary of the delays when 1 byte of data is transmitted over:
1. Serial cable with a baud rate of 57.6 kbits/s.
2. Through first Bluetooth Serial Port Adapter
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3. Bluetooth channel (air)
4. Through second Bluetooth Serial Port Adapter
5. Serial cable with a baud rate of 57.6 kbits/s.
OEMSPA310/311/312/331/332
Link policy
(QoS - Range)
4, 0 (Sniff
Master: 10,0
10ms)
Slave: 11,0
0 - 2: 115
0 - 2: 111
Result,
2 - 4: 2524
2 - 4: 2544
number of
4 - 6: 360
4 - 6: 440
packets
6 - 8: 1
6 - 8: 2
8- :0
8 - 10: 3
received
10 - : 0
within a
Total Count 3000
Total Count 3100
certain
interval in
milliseconds.

0, 0 (Default)

0 - 2: 0
2 - 4: 0
4 - 6: 158
6 - 8: 296
8 - 10: 283
10 - 12: 232
12 - 14: 253
14 - 16: 200
16 - 18: 324
18 - 20: 342
20 - 22: 249
22 - 24: 216
24 - 26: 208
26 - 28: 138
28 - 30: 81
30 - 32: 20
32 - 34: 0
Total Count 3000

OEMSPA333
Link policy

Result,
number of
packets
received
within a
certain
interval in
milliseconds.

(QoS - Range)
Master: 10,0
Slave: 11,0

4, 0 (Sniff
10ms)

0, 0 (Default)

0 - 2: 0
2 - 4: 0
4 - 6: 121
6 - 8: 2536
8 - 10: 335
10 - 12: 6
12 - 14: 1
14 - 16: 1
16 - 18: 0
18 - 20: 0

Not supported

0 - 2: 0
2 - 4: 0
4 - 6: 0
6 - 8: 0
8 - 10: 152
10 - 12: 316
12 - 14: 292
14 - 16: 250
16 - 18: 210
18 - 20: 198
20 - 22: 333
22 - 24: 353
24 - 26: 235
26 - 28: 186
28 - 30: 227
30 - 32: 141
32 - 34: 77
34 - 36: 30
36 - 38: 0

Total Count 3000

Total Count 3000
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The first column of values has a link policy setting where the modules poll for data every slot. The
delays will then be very short (OEMSPA310/311/331/312/332 < 8ms) but the power consumption will
increase quite a lot.
By default (link policy 0) each module has a poll time of ~25 ms which introduces an additional
random delay of ~25 ms. This can clearly be seen in the last column of data. The delay is as high as 32
ms (36 ms for OEMSPA333).
The middle column of data presents the corresponding measurements where a sniff period of 10 ms is
used. The delay will be a little longer than for the QoS settings, but the power consumption will be a
bit less.
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3 Power Consumption
For many applications it is important that the power consumption is kept low. Both when there is no
connection and when there is a connection.
Apart from turning the power off there are a few configuration options to lower the power
consumption.
For modules not configured as servers, it is normally possible to make the module both nondiscoverable (AT*AGDM=1,1) and non-connectable (AT*AGCM=1,1). This means that other
modules will not find it doing inquiries and they cannot setup connections to that module (which is ok
since it is a client only).
If the modules are located close to each other it is also possible to decrease the maximum output
power for transmission using the Max Output Power AT command (AT*AMMP=128,1). By default
the value is set to 255, which always means max output power the module can achieve.

3.1 OEMSPA310/311/312/331/332
For many applications it is possible to set the module in stop mode, which is the lowest power
consumption mode. This is done using the Power Mode AT command (AT*AMPM=3,1). There are
some restrictions on the behaviour of the module using this mode. Hence, it may not be feasible for all
applications. For example, the DSR pin of the module must be activated some ~10 ms before
transmitting data and inactivated to enable stop mode. Also, a remote peer may not be enabled with
the “always connected” parameter set (AT*ADWDRP).
Furthermore, it is also possible to turn off the LED (if any) when the module enters stop mode. This
configuration is set using the Feature Mask AT command (AT*AMWFM=1,1,1).
To lower the power consumption when there is an active connection, the Link Policy AT command
can be used. Typically one of the sniff mode configurations is used. The longer the sniff period is, the
lower the power consumption is. Of course this also means a longer reaction time. For example, a sniff
period of 200 ms (AT*AMLP=7,0,1) can delay a transmission for up to 200 ms depending on when
the transmission is made. The second parameter of the Link Policy command for sniff configuration
has a specific meaning. The default value of 0 means that sniff is always active. If set to 1
(AT*AMLP=7,1,1), the module exits sniff mode when data needs to be transmitted. Sniff is activated
again when the there is no data to transmit for 1 second. Please read the release notes regarding the
use of sniff mode. It is also possible to combine stop mode and sniff mode for the lowest possible
power consumption. When doing this, thorough tests must be performed to guarantee robust
behaviour.

3.2 OEMSPA333
For compatibility reasons stop mode can be configured with the Power Mode AT Command
(AT*AMPM=3,1). However, stop mode is not implemented on OEMSPA333 and sleep mode is the
power mode that will actually be used.
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3.3 Sample Measurements
The current measurements in the table below are made for some different link policies and power
modes. Hence, no measurements are reported for when the module is not connected. For more
measurements, see the Electrical Mechanical Datasheet for the module of your choice. Furthermore, in
the test cases no data was transmitted.

OEMSPA311

Power mode
Online
Sleep
Stop

Connected, Master
Link Policy 0 (default)
Current [mA]
16,9
8,7
7,8

Connected, Master
Link Policy 8 (sniff 500 ms)
Current [mA]
16,2
6,8
0,9

Connected, Master
Link Policy 0 (default)
Current [mA]
18,2
10,1
9,2

Connected, Master
Link Policy 8 (sniff 500 ms)
Current [mA]
7,7
1,9

Connected, Master
Link Policy 0 (default)
Current [mA]
18,6
10,2
9,3

Connected, Master
Link Policy 8 (sniff 500 ms)
Current [mA]
7,8
2,0

Connected, Master
Link Policy 0 (default)
Current [mA]
16,8
8,6
Not Supported

Connected, Master
Link Policy 8 (sniff 500 ms)
Current [mA]
16,0
6,7
Not Supported

Connected, Master
Link Policy 0 (default)
Current [mA]
41
21
Not Supported

Connected, Master
Link Policy 8 (sniff 500 ms)
Current [mA]
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported

OEMSPA331

Power mode
Online
Sleep
Stop
OEMSPA332

Power mode
Online
Sleep
Stop
OEMSPA310

Power mode
Online
Sleep
Stop
OEMSPA333

Power mode
Online
Sleep
Stop
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Please note that there are many factors, such as load impedance, that may affect the measurements
above.
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4 Range
There are some configuration options that may increase the range of operation.
By default configuration, the module automatically controls what packet types to use. Normally it
starts with DM1 packets (1 slot, forward error correction) and if the link is good it will start using
DH5 (5 slots, no forward error correction) to increase the throughput. Hence, for a poor connection,
the module should use DM1 packets. Since DM1 packets are short packets with 10-bytes of forward
error correction, the chances to receive (or receive and successfully correct) packets increases. This
means less re-transmissions and a more robust link regarding range and poor radio environment.
However, the control of packets is quite slow which means that it may use DH5 some time before
using DM1 when a link goes from good to bad. Therefore, it may be better to manually configure the
module to use only DM1 packets even if the link is temporarily good. This configuration is done using
the Link Policy AT command (AT*AMLP=9,0,1). The cost of this configuration is lower maximum
throughput. For baud rates up to 115,2 kbits/s it is ok, but for higher baud rates, throughput is not
increased.
Also, it is easier to keep a connection that is active than to setup a new connection. Hence, at a certain
range it may be possible to send data on an active connection. However, if the connection is lost it
may be difficult to set it up again. To setup connections more robustly, the fast connect scheme can be
used (see Fast Connect & Discovery Section). Tests show that using the fast connect configuration
(AT*AMWFM=1,2,1 on server) not only makes faster connections but also more robust connections.
Hence, it will be easier to setup connections when the range is long or the radio environment is poor.
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5 Connection & Discovery Time
In Bluetooth v2.0 there is something called interlaced page and inquiry scan. Basically this means that
the module listens on more frequencies to quicker detect if a remote device is trying to setup a
connection to it (page scan) and/or if a remote device is searching for Bluetooth devices (inquiry
scan). Hence, there is nothing changed on the side that makes the connection attempt (page) or the
inquiry.
The cost is a high increase in power consumption since the receiver is active much more and stop
mode is disabled. Very roughly, fast connect increases current consumption by 10 mA and fast
discovery increases the current consumption by 10 mA as well. Hence, if both fast connect and fast
discovery is enabled the current consumption increases by roughly 20 mA.

5.1 OEMSPA310/311/312/331/332
To configure the module for fast connect (interlaces page scan) and/or fast discovery (interlaces
inquiry scan), the Feature Mask AT command is used (AT*AMWFM=1,6,1). Please note that
typically this is done on the server side and not client side.
The average connection time, with default settings, is ~2.2 seconds and with fast connect the average
is decreased to ~0.4 seconds.

5.2 OEMSPA333
No support for fast discovery (interlaces inquiry scan). To configure the module for fast connect
(interlaces page scan), the Feature Mask AT command is used (AT*AMWFM=1,2,1). Please note that
typically this is done on the server side and not client side.
The average connection time, with default settings, is ~3.2 seconds and with fast connect the average
is decreased to ~1.3 seconds.
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6 WLAN Co-existence
First of all there is the Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH) algorithm that is active by default. This
means that the Bluetooth module will automatically remove frequencies that are blocked (by e.g. a
WLAN network). Typically, this means that the frequencies that are used by the WLAN network will
not be used. Normally it works very well. However, there are cases where this is not enough.
Problems with the AFH algorithm
•

The AFH algorithm takes a few seconds before getting active. This means that for a few
seconds after a Bluetooth connection is setup, the WLAN network may be affected.

•

Frequencies previously removed are tested again after 30 seconds. Hence, if there is no traffic
on the WLAN network for 30 seconds, the removed frequencies are added again which means
that the WLAN network may again be affected (at least for a few seconds).

•

The AFH algorithm is only used on an active Bluetooth connection. This means that for
inquiries and connection attempts it is not used. Therefore, inquiries and connection attempts
may still affect the WLAN network.

For the problem with inquires there are no really good solutions. Best is if you can avoid inquires or at
least decrease the maximum output power of the module (AT*AMMP) to not disturb the WLAN
network.
It is possible that a longer distance between the Bluetooth module and the WLAN module is enough
to remove any interference between the two technologies and the configuration options described
below might then not be needed.

6.1 OEMSPA310/311/312/331/332
There are some configuration options available to handle some of the remaining problems.
There is a Channel Map AT command to manually exclude frequencies (AT*AMCM) that are used by
the Bluetooth module. Hence, if the frequencies of the WLAN network are known (which is normally
the case), these frequencies can be excluded using the channel map command and the Bluetooth
module will not use them once the connection is active. The channel map then replaces the AFH
algorithm. However, inquiries and connection attempts still uses all frequencies as for the AFH
algorithm.
When a remote peer is defined (to setup a connection) it is possible to change the connection timeout
(page timeout, default 5 seconds) to a much shorter time. We have made tests with as short timeout as
80 ms. The client will then only try to connect for 80 ms before giving up. Since a normal Bluetooth
connection normally takes ~2 seconds this would fail unless the server is configured for fast connect
(See Connection & Discovery Time section). During our tests, a client configured with a page timeout
of 80 ms will succeed most of the times setting up a connection to a server configured for fast
connects. Of course it will fail every now and again and this must be handled by the application. If
using the "always connected" option for the remote peer AT command (AT*ADWDRP) it is also
possible to change the default connection period from 10 seconds to a much lower one. A client that
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failed to setup a connection will then try again after a much shorter time. We have run tests with the
client page timeout to 80 ms and the "always connected" period to 3 seconds. The affect on the
WLAN network is then hardly measurable.
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